
[GJW XIV Phase I] Fiction - The Old Tongue 
Writing: Alaisy Tir’eivra (15526) Poem Structure: ABAB Rhyming Four Stanza 

Description of Fallacy: The Ancient Sith Dark Side Extractor 
This old relic can distill the very essence of the Dark Side from unimaginable tainted objects, 
such as jewelry, flora, fauna etc. It does so by being attached to an object tainted by the Dark 
Side by bolting it on. An incantation is needed to activate the device, recited as a poem in the 
Ancient Sith language. The hose which connects to the inlet that is bolted on has a pressurized 
pump to extract any fluids from said object. Even if the substance is solid, it somehow seems to 
heat up to melting point levels.  
 
When the extracted fluid enters the collection chamber it is surrounded by four enchanted 
presses, each tainted with the Dark Side. One from below, above, left and right. These will use 
such high pressure that any Light escapes via the outlet on the opposite side of the collection 
chamber. 
 
Once finished, the raw energy is collected in a vial in liquid form. This extraction can be 
enchanted or used in many ways that some would consider unnatural. 

Incantation: 
Forged within the depths rendering it unbreakable 
The hands which have touched us were flawless 
Lacking spells in future times made us unwakeable 
Those who were capable are now jawless 
 
We need a new voice to be strong and trustworthy 
One we can count on to propel us into the new age 
Should they succeed none will be more praiseworthy 
Fail and this boon will become your cage 
 
We wane and hunger, only knowing atrophy 
Please let us feed do not fail 
When left alone too long only catastrophe 
Last Sith's life ended with a Banshee's wail 
 
Do not worry about the object 
Make yourself strong and you will be safe 
We are here and should let you collect 
Only the dark side we will chafe 
 


